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Guatemalan missionary speaks on cultures

Mastering culture crucial, says Coker
by Steve Awtrey
Spending 13 years as a
missionary in Guatemala,
Honduras and Mexico, Dr. Dan
Coker has gained flrsthand experience necessary to speak on
international cultures as he did
on campus last week.
Coker, who has a B.A. in Bible,
an M.A. in New Testament and a
Ph.D. in intercultural comparative
education,
has
ministered to people in every
Spanish-speaking
La tin
American country and presently
teaches at Abilene Christian
University.
After living in Guatemala for
five and one-half years, Coker
was asked by the University of
Florida to move to Tegucigalpa,
Honduras to serve as a United
States educational advisor. "At
that time there was no church at
Tegucigalpa," said Coker. "We
had the opportunity to establish
one and the work there is really
flourishing now with a full-time
missionary presently working
there."
Coker said the most important
thing in preparing for the mission
field is to master the culture.
"Read the literature of the
people, the history of the country,
the heroes and outstanding
figw'es of the country,'' Coker
continued. "The churches in
other countries are just as different as the cultures. South
American church services are
very different. We in the States
have what is basically a
Protestant-based church service
inherited from the Baptists and
Presbyterians.
"One of the strongest churches
in South America is very unor·
thodox to us. They meet every
night and end every meeting by
asking each and every person,
whether a member of not, if they
have a special problem or special
prayer request to share with
everyone." said Coker.
Coker also spoke of another
church in Western Guatemala
that has the Lord's Supper at 6
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Dr. Dan Coker
a.m. Sunday morning. They then
go home, do their chores, and go
out and invite their friends to
come to the evangelistic meeting
later that afternoon.
"These Christians did this on
their own," said Coker. "I thank
God they didn't depend on me to
tell them how to· set up their
church services. It would ~'"the
most sterile thing in the world to
set up over there the type of
service that we have here in the
States."
Unpredictable as it may seem,
Coker had originally planned to
preach in the States. "One day I
was out hunting with my
professor, Dr. J. W. Roberts,
when we met a shepherd near the
Mexican border who I started

talking to in Spanish. 'I didn't
know you spoke · Spanish,'
Roberts exclaimed." Coker then
explained that he was raised on a
farm in Arizona where his
father's workers all spoke
Spanish. ' ''You should use tllat
for the Lord,' Robers suggested."
Months later, the two visited
Guatemala, Coker liked it,
moved there the next year, and
has been involved with the work
in South America ever since.
Coker has never preached fulltime in the States but almost
qualified as a full-time minister
during his recent stay on campus, speaking to two chapels, two
church services, Timothy Club,
World Evangelism Forum and
four Bible classes.

Co-editors, manager
chosen for '80-'81 Bison
For the first time in the known
history of the Bison, the
newspaper will be edited jointly
by two students. The co-editors
approved Friday for the 198<H1
academic year were juniors Beth
Parker and Sue Baj.
Approved
for
business
manager was junior Tim King.
Parker, of Monroe, Ga.,
transferred to Harding last fall
from Alabama Christian College,
where she edited the monthly
newspaper, the Spire and served
as copy editor of the Sheaf, the
school's yearbook.
She has also worked as a
feature writer and news reporter
on the Walton Tribune, her
hometown publication. Parker is
presently vice president of the
Public Relations Club, a member
of Sigma Tau Delta, SNEA,
Kappa Phi, and the Petit Jean
and Bison staffs. Her major field
of study is English with a minor
in journalism.
A fall transfer from American
International
College
in
Springfield, Mass., Baj holds a
major in journalism with a minor
in psychology. She presently
serves as assistant editor of the
Bison, edits the classes section of
the Petit Jean, is treasurer of the

Public Relations Club and a
member of the University's
orchestra.
While at AIC, Baj acted as the
news and features editor of the
Yellow Jacket, the school's
weekly newspaper; worked for
the school's yearbook, the Taper;
was involved in public relations
work· for .numerous clubs and
school-sponsored events, and
coordinated AIC's
annual
Scholastic Press Forum. She,
too, has written for her
hometown newspaper, the
Agawam Advertiser, in addition
to the Springfield daily papers.
King, a public relations major
from Warren, Ohio is presently
assistant business manager of
the Bison, a member of the
Public Relations Club, Barristers
Club and Alpba Tau. "I'm interested in advertising and
management and this is a chance
for good experience," he said.
The three positions were
decided upon by a committee of
faculty mem~rs and students
and approved by the administration. One committee
member said, "Both of these
candidates for editor were very
qualified and both have much to
contribute to the Bison."

Typewriter.rental service
proposed for students
by Melanie McMillen
IBM representative Mark
Miller addressed the Feb. 13
meeting of
the Student
Association, proposing to lease to
the S.A. an unspecified number of
typewriters which would be
availabe for student rental.
The typewriters would be
leased for four years with the
option of purchasing them in the
third year. The S.A. could then
continue to rent them to the
students or could sell them. The
decision was postponed on the
proposal until the next meeting of
the S.A.
The Social Affairs Committee
reminded the S.A. of the Wright
Brothers and Grandpa Jones
Family concert to be held tonight

at 7 p.m. in the Benson
Auditorium. Tickets may be
purchased at the door for $2 and

$3.
Singer-songwriter
Anne
Murray has announced that she
will be touring during April and
May, and the S.A. has submitted
several dates for her to consider
for a Harding concert. However,
it will be several weeks before
anything definite is known.
The coffeehouse scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 23, has been
rescheduled for Feb. 22. A
student group called Harvest will
be performing. With Juli Baker
as lead singer, the group includes
Marty Markley, Greg Cannon,
Bob T"Lil"Der, Gary Woody and
Robert Ulrey.

Open House to be
Mon., Tues. nights
Open house in the dormitories,
which was originally scheduled
for this week has been changed to
next Monday from 8 to 10 p.m. in
the men's dorms, and Tuesday at
the same time in the women's
dorms, due to a lack of advance
notification, according to Dean
Maribeth Downing.
"It was not announced far
enough in advance, so it was
postponed one week," said
Downing.
·
When
asked _ why lhe
scheduling of .open·· hquse · was
changed from last ~mester's
method of openi~g different
dorms on different nights,
Downing said, "everybody
seemed to like · it better that
way."
"According · to · LaDonna
England · (junior women's
representative), the concensus
was that it worked better having
one night for women's dorms and
one night for men's dorms," she
said.

Just passing through
Freshman David Lily takes the safe way down a bill near the Benson Auditorium after last weekend's snowfall
of four inches.
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On feeding the world
Editor's note: 'lbe following is a guest editorial by Dr. Don Diffine,
associate professor of economics.
The topic of the day is world hunger. May I kindly suggest that if we
are to feed the starving millions, then let us send them the good news of
economic individualism and private enterprise.
Let us never forget that, during all of recorded history, it has only
been in the last 200 years, that man has been able to do what he never
could before: More than adequately feed, clothe, and house himseH.
For the first time ever in the history of man, we have, through the
Industrial Revolution, fostered real economic growth. Through it
everyone has more without anyone having less.
·
The Socialist idea of making people equal has never worked at any
time in human history. This idea is failing now in the controlled
economies of the world .,...- economics that will never realize their
potential to feed themselves while they barter their economic freedom
for the hope of free food.
Governments do not produce food. Religions do not produce food.
Humanitarian organizations do not produce food. Farmers .produce
food. Want to feed the world? Export Capitalism for their physical wellbeing.

Contrary to our country's critics, young and old, foreign and
domestic, the people of the United States may very well be the
least materialistic in the civilized world.
We give so much to others, not because we're more generous, but
because we have so much more. Until the psychology of the people of
the Third World countries is such as to pressure their leaders for a type
of economic system that can develop all of the talents of all their people,
we are wringing our hands in vain.
Contrary to our country's critics, young and old, foreign and
domestic, the people of the United States may very well be the least
materialistic in the civilized world. This bears some explanation.
The word "materialistic" describes people who are too much concerned with earthly goals and indifferent to the idealistic side of life. It
suggests money-grubbing and seHishness.
In demonstrating that this need not necessarily be true of American
people, let's first consider the effect of material possessions on man's
materialistic outlook. Every normal man instinctively tries to improve
his condition by acquiring physical things, whether they be ranch
houses or caves, automobiles or camels, motor trucks or wheelbarrows.
The fewer his physical possessions, the greater his need. The greater
his need, the greater his concern for acquiring more. And the greater
his concern, the greater his materialistic interests. This is natural and
inevitable.
The American people do ha.v e more physical possesions than any
other people m earth, but that permits them to be the most idealistic
people on earth. They have less regard for physical tbi:ngs than any
other people on earth because they can acquire~ so easily.
Americans give away more things and support mooe.caUBelr than any
other people on earth, not because they are more generous by nature,
but because they have so much to give.
May I also suggest that it is highly doubtful that we are really victimized by advertising. It is advertizing that provides a time saving and
information function. It is advertising that pays for every entertainment, news, and sports program Americans watch.
Yes, we use 35 per~ of.the world's energy while having only six per
cent of the wodd's populaUori. "Energy pigs" we' ve been labeled. We
also produce 35 per cent of the world's goods, substantial amounts being
exported to eager Third World customers. We also educate 35 Jlef cent
of the woFld's college graduates. Are we "education pigs?"
The poor will make it as the poor of all times and In all places have
made it - by resourcefully producing tbeir way out of poverty, if they
are allowed to. I believe that each person is, of his own free will, largelyresponsible for being the architect of his own ecmomic future.
Remember: Otily farmers .p roduee food. And American farmers are
far better at it than any other farmer anywhere.
H we were to isolate a highly productive American farmer in one of
the underdeveloped countries, away from this marvelous system and
incentive, he too would fail.
We cannot aid the Third World countries by providing sto~p food
supplies until they "get on their feet." In the past 20 years, the rich
United States has proven that by giving more than $25 billion in food to
poor nations, but today world 11tarvatton is worse than ever.
By relieving the-governments ot ·the Third World countries of part of
the. burden of feeding their populace, we have allowed them to spend
more. on their military and on anti-Capitalist propaganda ~ ~ of
which are thrown back at us With a vengeance.
Unless these countries can develop the will to feed themselves and
export their surplusses, they will never be able to gam the foreign exchange (money) to buy tools, machinery, and finJshed goods that they
desperately need in order to modernize. ·
While food production bas increased on a global basis, it has failed to
rise significantly in the poorest countries. In the so-Qlled Third World
nations - which generally have state-controlled agriculture, and undisciplined population explosions - per capita food production increased only 0.3 per cent in the last decade, despite substantial
American aid.
Meanwhile, the U. S. has continued to boost its food output.. (Just from
1940 to 1971, American agricultural production increased by about 83
per cent.)
·
Shocked by these disparities, repn:sentatives of the Third World
nations at the World Food Conference in Rome demanded that
Americans tighten their belts, reign in their appetites, and feed the
world's hungry.
Ambassador John Scali, U.S. Representative to the United Nations,
rejected this request, pointing out that the U.S. already exports 67 per
cent of its wheat crop, 22 per cent of its corn and more than baH of its

an alternative

soybeans. "The answer to ineeti.Jlg the world's long-term demands for
food," the Ambassador said, "is not for Americans to eat less, and give
more away . . . America has no monopoly on fertile land, nor on
agricultural skills. The miracles of agricultural production which the
American farmer has achieved can be accomplished by others."
But how can others match these miracles? First they must understand that every nation which has abandoned private farming in
favor of collectivized agriculture- Russia, China, India, Chile, Peru,
Mexico, etc.- has witnessed a decline in agricultural productivity.
Any hungry nation that would duplicate, even to a small degree, the
American miracle will have to establish the incentive of economic
freedom: A system under which each farmer is free to own his own land
and his own tools, to keep the fruits of his labors by exchanging them on
a free market - where prices. are not set by government but by
customers.
The Capitalist sees the average American with his house, car, furniture, and says, "All the people should have a chance to earn that."
The Socialist, seeing the same thing reacts, "no person should ·be
allowed to have that much, while others do not." Socialism is nothing
more thaii a way to spread misery, so that each person shares equally in
getting the short end of the stick.
I have always dedicated myseH to convincing our young people that,
in their getting of material goods, they should not let material goods
possess them. H we gain the whole world and lose our own souls, we
have made a poor bargain indeed.
I am always urging our students to develop marketable skills so that
they can earn a respectable living without having to work seven days a
week at two jobs. This frees them to voluntarily give of their extra time,
talents and money to be of aid and influence to others for the good of the
Kingdom around the globe.

"Give a man a meal, and you've fed him for a day. Give him
a fishhook or a net, and you've allowed him to feed many for a
lifetime."
But let us never think that because out of our bounty, our charity
becomes a solution to world hunger. It can become a barrier, hindering
Third World countries from using the same industrial revolution we
used. I think that they sense this no:w, for they are certainly not rising up
and calling Us blessed, because of ·the bounty we share.
There is an old Chinese proverb that tells us that you can't bribe
poverty to make it go away; you have to work it to death. It goes like
this, "Give a man a meal, and you've·fed him lor a day. Give him a
fishhook or a net, and you've allowed him to feed many for a lifetime."
H we can all preach the powerful Gospel of the New Testament and,
yes, the good news of economic individualism - maybe we can fatten
up the world's teeming billions, so they don't die off before they've
heard about tbe Etemal Life that is off~ by the Father of us all.
The average Christian American, in trying to fight governmentengineered inflation and the 8Xi!eS8e8 of a growingwelfare state, is up to
his eyePalls.in debt. I doubt that we need to make him feel guilty about
wor.king, saving, scrimping, andbudgeting- especially if he genUinely
desire& to be a good steward of th~ time talents, and resources made
available by our Father.
I trust that my thoughts m this su~ject will fall on good and honest
hearts. May our wat.cb:word continue to be "In matters of doctrine,
steadfastness- in ma~ of opinim, tolerance." You have a right to
know and understand the difference between the two. We have one
Great Commission: To preach the Gospel to the whole world, immersing believers.

rr SO HARD A. S. OLb
8UODY, THEY Dti)N,- BUY MY 8001<'
BITHER!

Fifth
Column

I
·

The early history

by Boo Mitchell
Fifth Column did not actually
begin in 1954; it began in 1952. It
came about as a result of the
merger between the fourth and
sixth columns. It was chartered
three years earlier in 1949. The
controversy came in the area
over whether the fourth column
was bought out, embezzled,
swindled or otherwise involved at
all.
The trouble arose from
whether money was contributed
illegally to Fifth Column from
either the fourth column or sixth
column funds depending on with
whom you talk. The person who
originally wrote the first column
was L. E. Vater. He's dead now,
but his memory lives on. His
picture was disgracefully
removed from the Trophy Room
when it was mistaken for a
golden retriever.
A definition of "fifth column"
at this point will obviously clear
up the issue. According to
Webster "fifth column" is "a
group of secret sympathizers or
supporters of an enemy that
engage in espionage or sabotage
within defense lines of national
border."
Fifth Column, acting in its own
interests, destroyed all of the
original copies of the column
except one, which was simply put
in a secret file named "the 4.5
column." This helps to insure the
fact that this column's origin will
remain anonymous. In fact, the
controversy over the origin of the
column is one of the reasons the
column is read at all. (I admit, I
acted in my own interests, but it
was for "the ultimate goal of
history being preserved eternally.")
The rel:lsons for destroying
such records are obvious: ( 1) so
that history may be biased in my
favor; (2) so that I know the truth
and no one else will (it's essentially a private joke); (3) I enjoy
fll'eS; (4) anarchism is the true
way to happiness. ·
I tried to distribute the early
history through campus mail, but
the security guards stationed
outside the drop box made this
impossible. I tried to distract the
security guards by lobbing tear
gas in their direction. When this
failed, I had a male and female
kiss each other between boxes 134
and 135. Immediately, the
security guards were distracted
and I stashed my vindictive
coverage of the early history into
the mail boxes.
For these reasons, I would like
to have- my picture painted and
hung in the Trophy Room so that
we can continue to perpetuate
this falsehood. My picture at this
point -will- ·obviously be interpreted as being the "First
Fifth Columnist" and people will
proceed to write very long books
about me and extol my wonderful
virtues. <It's a nice thought, isn't
it?)
Also, a small building should be
purchased with student money
named simply ''The . Fifth
Column Institute.'' This will
insure and perpetuate this lie so
that one day, I too, might be
accused of having a "far closer
relationship to God's adversary."
Fifth Column will then become
a temporary column which will
switch from column to column to
confuse the issue so that when
questions are asked, they can
never be answered.
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Hey Blf, t ell me.
what •a tha key t o
your amazing
success with g irl s ?

Growth involttes concept of change
by Gary Hanes
Growth is as natural a process
as the budding of a tree or the
birth of a robin. We perceive this
just by looking at the world
around us, at the changes that
take place daily.
We recognize it from the
example of our personal experience - the progression that
moves us through life. And this
evidence of nature and personality is in turn supported by
the Bible. The apostle Paul,
especially, dealt with the theme
of growth repreatedly, in exhortation of striving forward toward
the target of Jesus' example.
Most have heard the cliche
,
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about living things - that failure
to grow is the first step toward
death. It may be trite, but it
remains true nonetheless, and
again, nature displays this fact
every day.
However, there are several
elements that distinguish the
personal growth within us from
nature's role of physical growth.
Among these must be:
1) A certain willingness to grow
and change, to advance beyond
what we are now to what we can
be. An individual must be willing
to grow and desire it as a goal
worth attaining, or it will never
come.
2) An openness to life and to the
opportunities that it presents us
each day. Times change and we
are ccmpelled to adapt to them H
growth IS to take place.
• 3) A realization of our ~
meptness. The moment we think,
"We've arrived" in anything is
•
exactly the point Where our lives
tal
te
S
ema •
4) An honest striving for truth
or rightness , and the deter~
mination to follOW it down
•
whatever road It may lead.
It is relatively common to
· · 1es to each 0 f
app1Y these pnDClp
US individually Whether We
'
actually carry them out or not,

but what about us collectively,
our institutions? The same ideas
that fit our personal growth
should also be applied to bodies
like the church, and the
University as well. And we must
think of growth less in terms of
the numbers involved and
in terms of attitudes, spirits, and
hearts.
Jim Woodroof has been
challenging the College church to
strive for a
continuing
restoration of the New Testament
church rather than taking it as a
finished proposition. He has also
been provoking thought about our
standard beliefs on worship and
giving, and asking that we reexamine them in the light of the
growth toward an ideal. A
definite point he has made is that
growth will almost always involve change of some sort and
that often these changes may
appear to be rapid and drastic,
especially if the institution has
been somewhat stagnant.
Both the church and Harding
are faced with particular issues
where a re-evaluation may call
for certain changes. For the
church, it may involve the way
we worship and give of our
material goods. For the
University?
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Dear Editor,
Timeout for a history and
political lesson for your sports
editor. From the arguments and
assertions she niade · in 'last
week's Bison. one could well

~

~?-ace P.'~er<uei
Sea!cY

herself: · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Samantha Jan Fleming
February 17-22, 1980
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conclude that the Bison sports
editor has buried her head in the
sands of the athletic field to the
point of neglecting the cold, hard
realities of other areas of life
which effect the entire world,
including athletics.
The assertion is totally
erroneous that American
athletes have "never had to play
the game before," referring to
international political games
against aggressive nations. Our
athletes played the game in 1936
against Hitler's Nazi Germany.
''In 1936 it would have been easy
for the democracies to resist
Hitler
physically,
but
psychologically it was not," said
Henry Kissinger, ·a native
German, in a recent Time article. "Five years later .. . they
paid for their psychological
uncertainty with 20 million
lives."
Because the Soviets have
''been expanding their territorial
control for years" is the exact
reason why something must be
done now to stop them, including
removing , cancelling temporarily, or boycotting the
Summer Games. True, a boycott
alone would not prove anything.
But any action, without total
action, would be inane. Are we to
scold the Soviets on one hand yet
extend the fellowship of competitive athletics with the other?
America's and the world's entire
reaction to the intervention in
Afghanistan needs to be a
negative one.
In recent interviews, both the
former Soviet U. N. ambassador
and Soviet dissident Andrei
Sakharov (people who know what
gets the Kremlin's attention)
stated that any large-scale action
against the Olympics would be a
serious blow to the Soviets.
I, too, think it is more than
unfortunate that an athlete might
have to give up an event he has
trained for most of his life. But
what about the people of
Afghanistan who have spent their
lives for peace, yet who have
been murdered according to
Sakharov, by "Soviet soldiers .. .
waging a merciless war?" And
let us not forget the peoples of
Czechoslovakia and Hungary
who are still held captive after
Soviet invasions during the 50's
and 60's.
The building up of arms has
always led to war. But that is
what your sports editor suggests.
Since she thinks the most feasible
solution would be "to build up the
American army - the real army," my advice to her is that she
might co,ns~der joining the army
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Dear Editor,
I came to Harding to obtain a
liberal arts education that was
grounded in the principles of
Christianity, not to be assaulted
by biased, reactionary remarks
mixed in with a period of
devotion to God. Yet, that has
been the case with recent chapel
programs.
On Friday, Jan. 25, Mr. James
Branyan, speaking in chapel to
over 2,700 Christians, made, in
this opinion, a racist and ignorant
statement about American Indians. Mr. Branyan implied that
the Indian people are lazy and
backward, so they live on
reservations at government
(read "taxpayers") expense.
The American Indians are a
proud and noble people, and their
history has been one of neglect,
deception, and outright theivery
by the white man, a fact that I for
one am ashamed of. To compare
their plight to that of other
minorities in this country shows a
lack of compassion and understanding.
On Tuesday, Feb. 5, Capt.
Horst AI Petrich, an American
Studies speaker, began his
chapel speech with an unfunny
and incredibly demeaning joke in
which he managed to attack both
Jane Fonda and Ted Kennedy.
AS if this didn't show enough
tactlessness and bad taste, he
continued with a sermon of
jingoistic, right-wing militarism
destined to lead us into another
war. I am just as concerned
about Iran and Afghanistan as
Capt. Petrich, but feel that all
peaceful solutions must be tried
first before we plunge into what
might be a thermounclear
holocaust.
I guess what bothers me most
is the receptions given both
speakers by the Harding student
body.lf that's the kind of rhetoric
they want to hear, fine, let them.
But not everyone on this campus
agrees, and it's about time we
realized that. Harding has
confused conservative politics
with conservative religion too
long. Jesus had both Matthew the
publi~n and Simon the zealot
among his apostles. I think it's
time Harding also presented
speakers with thoughts and
ideologies other than those that
the alumni and contributors want
the students to hear.
In Him,
Mike Roden

Stevens Art Gallery
Harding University Campus

Brad Watson
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Looking back, 1979 was a good
year for the movies. How can you
argue with a year in which James
Bond returned, Francis Coppola
went to Vietnam, Kermit got
Miss Piggy, Rocky beat Apollo
Creed, George Burns robbed a
bank, Jane Fonda exposed a
nuclear accident and a monster
des.troyed everything in space?
Sure there were some turkeys
(anyone
remember
"Ice
Castles"?), but on the average,
we got our money's worth at the
box office last year.
All this, of course, is to introduce my "ten best list," but
before I give my choices, I have a
challenge to n\y readers. What
were your favorite movies of the
year? Who were your favoritt>
performers? I'd like to get some
feedback on this, and will print
the results. Just send your
choices for what you think were
the three best movies of 1979, the
best actor, and the best actress to
me at Box 464.
1. "Kramer vs. Kramer" - a
shoe-in for the Best Picture
Oscar and it's a worthy choice.
Dustin Hoffman has never been
better, Meryl Streep was stunning and young Justin Henry
managed to rise above "cute"
and become an actor. This is an
important film we'll cherish for
generations.
2. "Apocalypse Now" Francis Coppola's epic vision of
Vietnam transcended all reviews
and publicity due to its technical
and visual splendor. Martin
Sheen, Marlon Brando and
Robert Duvall gave magnificent
performances, enhancing a
superbly-written and -directed
film.·
3. "The China Syndrome" Aside from being timely (it was
released two weeks before the
Three Mile Island incident), this
is one of the tensest, most
provocative thrillers in recent
memory. Outstanding performances by Jane Fonda and
Jack -Lemmon, together with a

Memphis seminar
set for Feb. 22-24
"Dear friends, let us love one
another" is the theme for 1980
Memphis State seminar, to be
held Feb. 22-24 on the campus of
Memphis State University.
Interested students should
register immediately at the
Campus Ministry house. The cost
of the seminar is $10 per person
but free. housing .can be obtained
by requesting it on the
registration form.
Travel
arrangements are being made
through the Campus - Ministry
house, and will be paid for by
College church, according to
Becky Moore, counselor at the
Campus Ministry house.
Terry Smith, a former campus
minister for Harding, will be one
of the keynote speakers and will
speak.on "The Reason the Son of
God Appeared." Other speakers
include Stanley Shipp, Harold
Hazelip and Joe Barnett.
Addressers- Wanted Immediately! Work at home - no experience necessary - excellent pay. Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127, Dallas, TX 75231.
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tight script and excellent
direction by James Bridges
made this an exciting - and
prophetic film.
4. "Manhattan" Woody
Allen's romantic and witty
tribute to his hometown
displayed his growth as a master
filmmaker, and as a skilHul
actor: Diane Keaton was again on
hand as a love interest, but it was
Mariel Hemingway that stole
Woody's heart and ours.
Although in black and white (or
perhaps because of it),
"Manhattan" featured the year's
best cinematography.
5. "A Little ·Romance" - A
surprise charmer starring
Laurence Olivier and two of the
most intelligent, infatuated
adolescents in screen history. A
treat from beginning to end, "A
Little Romance" is as innocent
and appealing as its natural
setting, Paris in springtime.
6. "Norma Rae" - Director
Martin Rittcaptured the -look and
feel of the rural South in this
gentle, moving film about a
textile worker trying to form a
union. Sally Field is sure to win
an Oscar for her extraordinary
portrayal of a strong, determined
woman at odds with the system.
7. "Breaking Away" - The
sleeper of the year. Director
Peter Yates and writer Steve
Tesch created a
warm,
wholesome, and often hilarious
class study of four Indiana youths
as they pursue their independence.
8. "The Seduction of Joe
Tynan" -Alan Aida wrote and
starred in this absorbing story of
the choices that must be made in
politics, and in life. While the film
really didn't say anything new,
the acting of Aida as a Kennedyish Senator, Barbara Harris as
his wife and Meryl Streep as his
legal aide carried it to a level of
excellence.
9. "The Electric Horseman" A throw-back to the old Frank
Capra movies of the '30's and
'40's. Robert Redford was never
more appealing than as the
washed-up rodeo champ who
steals a horse victimized by
corporate evils, and Jane Fonda
proved again she can play light

comedy.
10. "Starting Over" - A deft,
disarming look at divorce from
the man's point of view. Burt
Reynolds broke out of his macho
stereotype and gave his best
performance
ever.
Jill
Clayburgh and Candice Bergen
were both humorously effective
as the women in his life. Alan J.
Pakula added style and polish to
make this charming and witty
romance.
Films that were close, but
didn't quite make my list were
"The Onion Field," "The Muppet
Movie," "Alien," "Time After
Time,,.. "Going In Style," and
"Hair." There are three films
that opened in larger cities in late
1979 that I haven't seen yet:
"Being There" starring Peter
Sellers, "All That Jazz" starring
Roy Scheider and Neil Simon's
"Chapter Two," starring James
Caan and Marsha Mason. All
three have received good reviews
and will probably capture Oscar
nominations. We'll wait and see.
Speaking of Oscars, the
nominations will be released a
week from Monday, and from my
reading and listening to others I
predict "Kramer vs. Kramer,"
"Apocalypse Now," Breaking
Away," "The China Syndrome," and the unseen "Being
There" will be nominated for
best picture.
The nominees for best actor
will most likely be Dustin Hoffman for "Kramer," Jack
Lemmon for "China Syndrome,"
Roy Scheider for "All That
Jazz," Peter Sellers for "Being
There" and either Burt Reynolds
for "Starting Over" or Alan Aida
for "Joe Tynan."
The ladies sure to be
nominated for best actress are
Sally Field for "Norma :R.ae,"
Bette Midler for "The Rose" and
Jane Fonda for "China Syndrome." The other two will
depend on whether they'll put
Meryl Streep ("Kramer") and
Shirley MacLaine (''Being
There") in this or the supporting
actress category.
Don't forget, send your choices
to Box 464. I'll report the results
in a couple of weeks.

Alpha Chi to sponsor second
Graduate Studies Seminar
groups in the broad areas of
sciences, sociology and psychology , humanities , education,
business and nursing, where
there will be someqne from each
area to answer questions.
Kevin Pope, president of Alpha
Chi stresses, "This isn't to take
the place of personal counseling.
It is . mainly for juniors just
beginning to consider graduate
school, but seniors who _, ..tve
already applied will find some of
the topics very useful."

The second annual Graduate
Studies Seminar sponsored by
Alpha Chi will be held Thursday
from 6:15 to 8:00 p.m. in the
Heritage Auditorium and is open
to any st;udent who is considering
attending graduate school.
Topics discussed will be
"Choosing a School," "A Change
in Environment,"
"Study
Habits," and "Financial Aid."
The speakers will include Dr.
Wyatt Jones, director of
graduate studies, Dr. Joe Pryor,
vice president of academic affairs and Dr . Jam~s Carr,
assistant to the president.
·Students will later divide into

Although the seminar is
primarily for juniors and seniors,
anyone is welcome to. attend.

r Campusology~

Today:
Friendly Week: "Be Nice to Students Day"
Wright Brothers and Grandpa Jones Family Concert, 7:30 p.m.,
Benson Auditorium.
Saturday:
"Sadie Hawkins Day"
National Teachers' Examination, 8:30 a.m., Bible 100
ChristianAwarenessSeminar, 7:30a.m. to5:30p.m.,BensonAud.
S. A. movie : "Voices," 9:30 p.m., Benson Auditorium
Monday
Senior Art Show of Jan Fleming, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. (through Feb. 22)
Bison Basketball: UCA at Conway, 7:30p.m.
Tuesday
Money returned from S. A. book exchange, 9:45 to 10:35 a.m., S.A.
office
Wednesday
WorldEvangelismForum: ''ReachingtheLostViaMassMedia,'' Joe
Beam, speaker; Bible 100, 8:30p.m.
Thursday
Lasty day to collect money from S.A. book exchange, 9:45 to 10:35
a.m.
Timothy Club: "How to Motivate Christians to Serve," Joe Beam,
speaker; 5:45 p.m., Bible 100.
Graduate Studies Seminar, 6:15 to 8 p.m., Heritage Auditorium
Bison basketball: Southern Arkansas University, 7:30 p.m., New
Gym
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We are interested
in you your school,
and your health.
·
Let us be your
Pharmacy away
. from home
home.•
I

HOW TO

GET BETTER MILEAGE
FROM YOUR CAR•••

Obey the 55 mph speed limit.
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"Your Health Is Our Business"
Avoid hot rod starts.

MEDICAL CENTER
--PHARMACY
.---- I l " " ' n l Y 1'""'-' I
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BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph.
Harding Class of '66
Prescription Chemists

For a free booklet with more easy energy-saving tips,
write "Energy," Box 62, Oak Ridge, -.TN 37830.
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It's a small world.after all
Record of 25 Countries
represented on campus
bySueBaj
Harding University, not unlike many other institutioDS of higher
education, bas a student body consisting in part ~ international
students. Though this population is oo1y a fraction of Ute total student
body, it makes for an interesting area for the studying and learning of
many cultures QD the part of Americans as well as the international
students.
These students go througb a more stringent admissions process than
do citizens of this country. " Acc.ording to Durward McGaha, associate
director of admissions, they must be a member ~ the church of Christ
or they must be recommended by a missionary of the church of Christ.
Secondly, they are required to have an emergency fund of $500 in the
Business Office. " It is tbe student's money and will be returned to him
upon withdrawal from the institution, but it is kept in the account ro
enable the student to be flown home or for some other emergency
· situatioo," said McGaha.
'lbirdly, one semester's charges must be paid in advance, including
the emergency fund and application fee .
"Because of t&e r~latively easy crosaing of the border from Canada,
these students are not put through those stringent rules. The Canadian
students are treated just as Americans," said McGaha.
The Admissions Office handles a minimum of 20 to 25 requests for
applications every week, but after the initial information about the
financial status of the student is sent, the number of international
slu~ts actually accepted to the University dwindles.
"The international student faces many problems, one being t:bat they
are not eligible for federal financi.al aid, and therefore, the only aid the
school can give ro them would be in the fmm of a Presidential
scholarship or work study program. And tbese two added together will
not cover the expenses for the first year. H we could meet the financial
needs of all the international students, then we could fill our new class
with them," McGaha explained.
These students also face the problem of a language barrier and are
required to take an English exam before applying to the University, if
Englisb is not the native language of their country.
Once the student is accepted by the University, admission is
sometimes still noUinalized. There is still a chance t:bat his country will
not grant him leave, or grant him the funds, which in either case would
cancel his application.
The student who has com~ the farthest distance. to Harding in its
history is Yi Xing Sung from China. 'lbe Admissions Office receives the
most requests lor applications from students in Africa, but the majority
~the international student population is from Canada.
Harding bas an average of 50 international students on campus every
year. This fall, a record of 25 different countries were represented on
campus.
McGaha feels that, "it is important that we go out of our way to show
these international students we love them and understand that it bJ a
difficUlt adjustment coming into a new country filled with new ideas,
and that it will take a while to adjust, but we are behind them."
The following two pages are dedicated to tbe international students of
Harding. There are few selected profiles of the students, explaining
some of the difficulties they face and the dill~ they experience in
cultures.

a

Norway: 'Less of a rat race;
more time to enjoy things'
by Beth Parker
Awareness. 1bat bas become a
main ingredient in the lives of
Matt and Carolyn Flinchum, as
they i'eflect bact on seven years
in Norway.
OrigiDally from Texas, the
Flinchums migrated to Norway
in 19'13 when their father took on a
position with an oil company in
the Southwest coastal city of

Stavenger.
"While overseas, I learned to

Norwegian living has brought an increased aw~ness of people to MaU
IUid Carolyn FUnchum.

be aware of people," Carolyn
began. "I went to a small, private
American high school where
people depended on_ one another
for security in the transient
Norwegian BOCiety. It was my
close frieodabipl witb people that
made adaptation to a foreign
country an easier one.
"ADd people are what makes
Harding the great place that it
is," abe continued. "I knew I
would have trouble adapting to
~ in college and to ~
away 1rom my family in Norway
but the people at Harding really
belped me through and showed
that tbey cared."
"Uvtng in Norway has made
me aware of the impact of international affairs," Matt
pointed out. "I find myself
keeping up-to-date oo world
iasues because I've seen the
impact that tbey can have and

the direct importance they have
on people."
Matt and Carolyn have also
been made aware of the striking
difference between the Norwegian and American lifestyles.
"Norwegians lead a much
slower pace of living than do the
Americans. They are in no burry
to make life a blur of eolistant
activity," Carolyo noted. "To
them if sometbiog doesn't get
done today, it will get done
romorrow. There is Jess of a rat
race atmosphere there with more
emphasis on taking things slow.
"Americans seem to have a
problem accepting the slower
pace of the Norwegians," she
added. "Personally, though, I've
tried to adopt some of the Norwegian pbiloeophy into my ow.n
life, as far as slowing the pace of
things and taking time to enjoy
tbinp is concerned."
American Southerners ta1k a
lot more than do the Norwegians," Matt noticed. "They
are more boisterous aod loud,
which bas made me more conscious of the way I behave in
public. I respect the Norwegiaos
for being more calm and relaxed
in tbeir actions."
What are the ~oeftts of living
in a foreign country? Carolyn
believes it broadens one's perspectives. ''I brought bac:K to

America with me a wider..
perspective on international
affairs. Living abroad bas in
many ways broadened my whole
outlook on life."
"Living in Norway has made
me come to appreciate the
beoefits and conveniences of
American life," Matt said. "All
of the lJusinesses and shops close
their doors by 4 p.m. so that the
wbole family can gather for the
evening meal. I've gained insights into the culture of the.
Norwegians and have also come
to appreciate the longer hours
that American stores ieep."
"As far as benefiting [rom
living in a foreign country, I've
adopted many of the Norwegian
customs into my own life," Matt
added. "l enjoyed the slower
pace oflife they lead and the time
they fake out to be together a t
their main meal of the day/ '
An elementary educatlon
major, Matt plaos to travel
abroad to teach aod do part-time
mission work. He is currently a
junior and serves as sports editor
of the PeUt Jean and secretary of
au Sigma Alpha .
Carolyn also plans to return
overseas to pursue her career in
public administration. "Someone
told me that once you get the
traveling bug in your system you
oever get it out," abe said.
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Europe two years ahead of America

Austrian wishes to finish work of parents
by Teresa Bonner
Just to talk with her, you would
not guess that there was anything
out of the ordinary about her. She
has no discemable accent or
foreign characteristics, but
Michal Earnhart has lived 17 of
her 19 years in Austria.
Her parents, who met and
married while attending Abilene
Christian College, bad always
planned to do mission work. With
eight-month-old Michal, the
family left their home in
Carlsbad, New Mex. for
Austria. Except for a summer in
the States every five years,
Austria was Michal's home until
she came to Harding as a freshman in the fall of 1978.
Growing up in Europe has
given Michal a diverse background. She bas traveled all
over western Europe, experienced
two
cultures
(American and Austrian) and is
fluent in both German and
English. In fact, her family
alternates between the two
languages in their home.
The oldest of five children,
Michal said that she has always
been the most "American" one of

For Austrian Michal Earnhart, high school was a six-day, 46 hours, 19
subject affair.
the family. "I guess it's because
remembered. "I would get sick."
my parents had just come from
She especially misses the fresh
America when I was young. It
bread and butter ("unsalted, of
must have had an effect on me."
course! ") and the Austrian
That does not mean, however,
desserts.
that Michal did not have any
Fashionwise, Europe is about
adjustments to make when she
two years ahead of America. "I
came to Harding. "I couldn't eat
can wear all of my old clothes
cafeteria food for about a month
here and they're in style," she
when I first got here," she
said with a grin.

School work bas been problem
for Michal. She attended
Austrian public schools for 11
years. The last three years were
at a school that met six days a
week, a total of 46 hours. The rest
of her time was spent studying
and sleeping. No wonder, since
she bad 19 subjects in her last
year alone. The classes were
taught in German and the tests
were quite a bit harder," Michal
recalled "No multiple choice it was all essay or oral."
Growing up in a foreign
mission field has had a definite
effect on Michal, a sophomore art
major with a German minor. Her
parents are returning to the
States in May but Michal's heart
is still set on Austria. "Of course,
I love Austria and would like to
go back some day. I can't picture
myself anywhere else, but I'm
sure I could adjust." She would
eventually like her children to
experience two cultures as she
did.
When talking about Austria,
Michal suddenly became serious.
"I'd like to go back," she said
quietly, "and finish the work my
parents have started."

China.beg

by Doug Fonville
In meeting the challenges of academic work,
structure, an international student 1n this coun
the language barrier. While communication~
a problem for 20-year-old Yi Xing Sung of C
manners, characteristic of the Chinese, have helj
of friends.
Eager to meet people, Yl Xing has one intereJ
American people; that being, they a:U "seem ta
a result of having been coacbed on expressions ·
he said, ''they all look the same to me.''
The relationship between men and women ill Cti
that, while at school, they seldom mingle or ~
young men and womep. at Harding freely assoc.iat
Xing said, "If all this happened in China . .. OH!"
Cultural differences, economic and otherwise,
noticed people in America can walk into a store aJ
without much difficulty. This is not the case in Chi
consumer goods not meeting the demand. Pol
available in the U.S., usually with -little or no
require a two or three hour wait in China. The JXl
stands at over 865 million, with the city of Shang
having over 10 million.
Due to the mass of people, large crowds are f~
and in "other public places," Yi Xing said. Th~
"classy" restaurant will amount to two or three l1
to work up an appetite.
Pattie Cobb Cafeteria provides his main sour~
American diet, and Yi Xing rates our food as "~
delicious." He prefers the home-cooked varit
food).

Canadian's cultural transition symbolizes
jump from 'salad bowl' to 'melting pot'

Americans and especially southerners are according to Canadian,
Rose-Marie Adamo "warm, friendly and open," but they still haven't
taught her to like grits.
by Jay Perdue
"I don't like okra. I'm not crazy about hominy. And I don' t like grits."
No, these aren't the words of an irreverent Yankee. T.hey are the words
of Canadian Rose-Marie Adamo, who is in her third year of American
life at Harding.
Devoted southerners can relax however, for Rose-Marie feels that
" Americans, and especially southerners, are warm, friendly, and
open." Besides, she loves biscuits.
Rose-Marie, a senior, is from Beamsville, Ontario, but she doesn't
consider herself a "typical Canadian." Both her parents are from Italy
and her Italian anct!SI:ry is evident in her dark eyes and her slight accent. She even bas an Uncle Rocky ("no joking"). with whom her
parents we~t into the Italian restaurant business.

While attending Great Lakes Christian school (which Canadians
consider a bigh ~;chool, but resembles a U.S. junior college) in Beamsville, Rose-Marie became a Christian. Several of her teachers were
graduates of Harding and when Owen Olbricht came to Canada with
Northeast Campaigners, she decided that Harding was for ber.
Coming to Searcy, Arkansas, U.S.A., was guite a change for RoseMarie. " Girls here tend to take more pride in outward appea.r ances and
femininity . (In Canada ) I played girl's hookey. Canadian girls are not
rugged, but they don't emphasize looks as much. I'm not saying either
way is better. They're just different."
She,described classes at Harding as "not easy, but a lot Jess difficult
than Canada's. " The rigorous educational p11ogram of Canada can be
seen in the fact that almost all the Harding students who formerly a ttended Great Lakes Christian, including Rose-Marie have made the
Dean's List.
"Canadians have a different sense of humor," she remarked. She has
often made chapel announcements for the JOY fellowship committee
displaying her wit. She even once announced her wedding engagement
in a chapel assembly.
She and her fiance, Larry Waddell, who graduated from Harding in
December, plan to marry in early July and move to Ontario. She plans
to teach special education and work in the Churchat Ontario.
" Canada is a very open field for campaigns," said Rose-Marie. "T.he
biggest church, which is to Great Lakes Christian as College Chureh is
to Harding, has less than 300 members. I would like to see some people
from Harding getting involved in mlssions there. "
Other differences she has noticed in the U.S. and Canada center
around politics, economics and culture. " rve learned to appreciate free
enterprise, capitalism, and the fact that anyone can make it if he has
the desire. " A Canadian dollar is worth about 85 cents, so expenses
" really .h urt.''
Rose-Marie's cultural transition was like go,ing from-a "salad bowl"
to a "melting pot." Canada has been described as having nations within
nations. Several cultures exist there - French, English and others.
Whereas Americans are molded into a distinct American lifestyle, the
Canadians .retain the traditions and language of their individual
backgrounds. "Our historywas not as exciting as America's," she said,
"and therefore Canadians have nothing to sink their teeth into. This is
probably why they don't feel their roots as much.''
''Americans should become more familiar with Canada. We're neighbors. We should be friends. Canada bas a let to give, ,..she said.

Arkansas
by Beth Parker
Shinobu Otsuka, a native of
Japan, remembered her first
impression of Arkansas as "a
place where there was nothing
but cows and pigs!" It was quite
a change of scenery for someone
who lived in the outskirts of
Tokyo, one of the world's most
heavily populated cities.
"Searcy really surprjsed me
when I first came to the States,"
recalled Shinobu. "I wondered
where the rest of the town was. It
sure was different! Being from a
big city, it was really hard to get
used to all this country scenery,
like pigs and farms and stuff.''
'lbat was back in 1976, when
she journeyed from her home in
Chiba, Japan, to attend Harding
Academy as a tenth grader.
"I remember my first year in
Searcy at the Academy. I was
very homesick at the beginning.
It was a real change to be away
from my parents," she said,
reflecting back on the experience. "I made it through that
fll'St year by telling myself over
and over that I would be going
home soon ... I would be going
home soon ... .'' It was not until
the following ·summer that
Sbinobu went back home to visit

'
her fami!:
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suburbs
Searcy, ~
plained,
director ~
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Christia~
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Enioying two cultures,

a. begins-to see what world offers
'oug Fonville
tcademic work, or fitting into the social
ent in this country ·must first overcome
ununication through language has been
Xing Sung of China, his impeccable
::hinese, have helped him in the making

l

,g has one interesting problem with the
ey all ''seem t3 have the same face.'' As
on expressions in the English language,
tome."
iand women in China is very different in
ilom mingle or talk. Noticing how the
ng freely associate with one another, Yi
in China ... OH!"
,c and otherwise, are apparent. Yi Xing
ralk into a store and buy what they want
not the case in China, with production of
the demand. Popular movies, readily
with ·little or no waiting in long lines,
t in China. The popUlation in China now
the city of Shang Hai, Yi Xing's home,
·ge crowds are found in stores, theatres
l:"i Xing said. The waiting period for a
it to two or three hours - plenty of time

When it comes to Americans, "They aU look the same to me," according
to Yi Xing Sung of China.

es his main source of contact with the

:es our food as "very generous, but not

!)me-cooked variety (namely Chinese

Foreign to an American's background of thought is the ideology of the
Chinese nation. Here as Christians believe in God, so they study the
Bible; however, in China, Chairman Mao's teachings are studied. China
is beginning to come out of its isolationist stance to see what the world
has to offer." At the time President Clifton Ganus made his trip to
China, approximately 10,000 of their students were to be sent abroad to
study. A random appointment, however, is not what brought Yi Xing
and his brother to Searcy.
George Yue, Yi Xing's uncle, is a graduate of Harding now living in
California. Hearing that Chinese students would be permitted to study
in the United States, Hue made arrangements, and due to a letter
written by President Ganus, visas were quickly obtained. Yi Xing and
his brother now attend Harding and the Academy respectively. Their
sister Yi Pei, 16, is still in China and hopes to attend Harding in the
future.
Throughout school, Yi Xing studied "political" English and recently
has studied a more general English in preparation for use abroad.
Language does pose a problem for him in his classes and lack of understanding makes keeping up difficult. Yi Xing expects his almostexclusive use of the English language to improve his handling of it,
however.
Working toward a goal of expertise in some scientific field, Yi Xing
Sung, in mastering the English language, hopes to become a valuable
asset to his country, the People-'s Republic of China.
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her family.
How did she get from the
suburbs of Tokyo, Japan, to
Searcy, Ark. anyway? She explained, "The educational
director at the church in Chiba
was recruiting kids to go to
Christian schools. When he
mentioned
Harding,
my
congregation suggested that I go.
So, here I am."

Many things have transpired
since Shinobu first came to the
United States. She has learned a
great deal about the American
people.
"American people don't date
as much as Japanese," she
sighed. "In Japan, more .dating
goes on. The boys in Japan are
not afraid to ask girls out, like
American boys seem to be. That
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From the metropolis of Tokyo, Japan, to the farmlands of Searcy,
Arkansas: Quite a change of scenery for Shinobu Otsuka.
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is the one regret I have about
America.
"In Japan also, we have fewer
calories in our food," she continued. "Americans eat a lot of
sweet food, lots of sugar, and lots
of salt. That can be bad,
especially for:; girls who try to
watch their weight.
"Another thing different about
America," she added, "is that ·
they have different holidays from
the Japanese. We don't celebrate
Halloween,
for
example.
Americans do strange things on
Halloween! "
Shinobu has been home every
summer for the four years she
has been in Searcy. "It is strange
to go home," she remarked.
"Japan is 11 hours ahead of
Arkansas time. When I go home,
I feel like I'm a day older. When I
come back to Searcy, it's like
having the same day twice."
Currently a sophomore,
Shinobu is majoring in
secretarial science and plans to
return to Japan after obtaining
her degree from Harding. "I
want to go back to Japan," she
said, "and work for an American
Embassy
there,
helping
foreigners wbo come to visit
Japan."

still dreaming in French
by Boo Mitchell
Richard
Andrzejewski
scribbled a letter home, thinking
and writing in French. He clicked
the pen in his hand against his
upper lip as he began to speak
English, slowly choosing the
correct words.
"I've had seven years of
English, but I really didn't learn
it until I came here," he
revealed. "But I still dream in
French, once in a while in
English."
He continued to jot down some
of his thoughts on the letter he
was writing. "I try to write a
letter every day to France. I
want to keep corresponding. It's
a good time to share with your
friends," he explained.
He looked up long enough from
his letter to spot a photograph on
the wall. It is a picture of a dying
dog. He stared at the photo for a
moment and then spoke. "I want
to take photography."
"Why?"
"It helps you remember things.
It helps you appreciate beauty,"

in rugby games came up, he said,
"American people think rugby is
more violent and the French
think that American football is
more violent."
The subject switches to
fashion: "Americans basically
don't have any taste in clothes
and fashion in general. They
form their style through the
mixing of various styles. All their
styles are combined together.
What is good is that Americans
do wear what they want to. The
French care more about matching colors. Ainericans will get
more this way. I've bought most
of my jeans over here because in
France they're more expensive,"
he said.
"How do the French and
Americans differ otherwise?"
"Americans are more outgoing
than French. They laugh easier.
They take jokes easier."
"Jean Paul Belmondo is seen
to be the typical Frenchman. Is
he?"
"He chuckles. "Yes, I think
so."

"Americans are more outgoing, laugh easier than the French,"
believes Richard Andrejewski.

he said.
"What do you think the photo is
saying?"
"I don't know: 'I am poor, but I
am happy; Why are you taking
my picture?; I think I could chew
on something - bad.' " Obviously Richard has become
versed in American slang.
The conversation switched to
music as Pink Floyd's "The
Wall" is played. "I like spacey
music. Soft, spacey music. I don't
like music that blows your mind.
I like 'The Wall.' It's very different. Pink Floyd was the very
first group to introduce synthesizers."
He added that he appreciates
French music more now that he
is here. "I enjoy Verinique
Sanson, the wife of Stephen Stills,
who plays the piano. I also enjoy
Geage Moustaki and Jean Michel
Jarre very much."
He enjoys the sports of rugby
and gymnastics which are both
popular in France. When the
question of the violence involved

Richard relaxed and asked
about a poster on the wall which
read, "You did not ask to be put
here, God put you here. You must
believe He has a purpose."
"I like that," he said. He
proceeded to add it to the letter
he was finishing up at that point.
"Does the approach of calling a
girl up for a date differ in
France?"
"You don't call a girl for a
date. You try to catch her eye and
when she looks at you, you smile
and if she smiles back, then you
try to start a conversation. You
can tell whether a girl is just
smiling for politeness. Eyes are a
strong communicator. 'Voices,'
the movie, shows that. I'm not
saying that the French are
romantic. American people are
more gallant. In France, you
don't open a girl's door. I think
it's a shame. I'm trying to pick up
the habit. I did it for a girl there
at Christmas. She was very
impressed," he said. He sat back
in thought: "We lost that in

France."

a
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'Satirical Guide for Men'...._ Part II

~tudent advises peers on 'first date' strategy
~Y Marlin Moore
Editor s Note: The following is
the seeODd In a two-parheries oa
;~
Your Flnt Date at
g.
Satirleal Guide for
Men." (See last week's Bison for
the complete guide.)
~. Steady boy, you're doing
fine I Other information you need
to have is the time you will pick
her up and possibJy how she
should dress - casually, formally, etc. Gir~ wi~ appreciate
your
orgamzabon
!lnd
~oughtfulness and every little
blt helps!.
.
.
Other tmportant information
rou should know before you call
lS
. a) the alma mater.
Go to No. 22. b) ~e and dress.
Go to No. 28. c) wtn-lose record of
the Boston Red Sox 1980-date. Go
to No. 31.
27. Sorry, if the girl you're
ta.king. out has a last na~e oi
Etns~m o~ Ne~ton . or lS a
phystcs m~Jor thts mtght be a
conyersat~?n star~er for the
subJect of Everything you eyer
wanted to know about ~e ftrst
Law of T~rmodynam!~ bl_lt
were. afratd to .ask.
Thts
tec~q~e however, lS reported to
have 1t s ups and downs. For a
better idea, see No. 24.
28. Excelle!lt! Now grasp the
phone firmly m one hand and dial
with the other. Do not be surprised if the phone is busy or if it
is answered in the middle of the
first ring (rumor has it that girls
are waiting by the phones 24
hours a day).
A good way to talk to a girl is
? a) CB in your
with a
room. Go to No. 25. b) phone. Go
to No 32 c) letter through
. Go to No 33
campus. mail
.
. .
29. Sorry. You've found a neat
rhyme, but it has nothing to do
with dating. Go back to No. 32.
30. Sorry Charlie. Unless your
date is very' very short find the
better answer in No. 42
. · .
31. You lose, ~og1. Wm-l~e
rec?rds have ,nothing to do wt!b
da:bng. There s ~o free ~aJks m
thts game only hits or strikeouts.
Hustle back to No. 26.
32. You're doing great! After
she acknowledges meeting you,
you are expected to engage in a
brief session of small talk. This
helps to keep the atmosphere
light and helps you stall for time

to.O:'

while you get the nerve up to ask
her out.
In order to help you not to balk
after you meet comes tb~
? a) darning of socks.
Go to No. 29. b) small talk. Go to
No. 36. c) time to gawk. Go to No.
:r1.
33. 'Fraid not Fred Even
though campus ~ail is. faster
than the Pony Express of old,
your little black t>ook_ won't grow
much faster than the u.s. A. did
in 1492 if you employ this system.
Review No. 28.
:w. No. You weren't reading
carefully you've tried to get a
date with' a girl you have not yet
met. Go back to No 36 and try
again.
·
35. Nope. Even if you went out
with a drama major you'd find
yourseH in a pretty dead scene
Reread No 4S
·
36 . Bra~o! · Is your name
Romeo? This is the time to cinch
the date by asking her out. Old
stand-bys which have been
proven i~ the past. include: "I
really enJOyed talkmg with you
the other day, could we talk some
more? How about . . . ?" Or:
"You seem like a very interesting person 1 sure woUld
like to get to kno~ you better Are
you busy .... ? " The smart ·man
will have alternate plan 11 or
even III for those girls with a
busy schedule
It's time to ~view Select the
best plan of approach a) Locate
dorm meet girl decide on date
call h~ up ask her out Go to No'
39. b) Mee't girl, deci~ on date:
callherup,askherout.GotoNo.
34. c) Locate dorm, decide on
date call her up ask her out Go
•
·
to No•· 34·
37. False. Maybe you've been
asleep or you turned too many
pages. Reread starting at No. 4.
38. Wrong, you might be able to
get free lessons from a home ec
major, but now it's time to
complete the date Return to No
·
·
49 .
39. Hurrah! Now the ftrst thing
you learned comes in hand at 15
minutes before the time y~~ told
her, mot'tva te your body to 1eave
your dorm room and go to the
girl's dorm. Just keep telling
yourseH that you can do it. (A
helpful stJRgestion might be to
reread that childhood classic The
J-ittle Engine That Could before

Wedding Invitations
. . . ask about our personalized
invitation with photo of couple.

Banquet

leaving.) Enter the dorm and
The best way to act on a date is
page her at the desk, then calmly
. a) like Shakespeare's
go to a chair, sit down, (~ore
MacBeth. Go to No. 35. )b
you fall down) and pretend to
naturally:. Go to No. 49. c) like
watch TV like all your terrified
you shouldn't be there, but are.
peers. Now wait - you will
Go to No. 44. d) like you aren't
always wait!
there, but should be. Go to No. 48.
After entering the dorm you
46. Yes and No. The answer to
should first
? a) wait.
the question is wrong, but if you
Go to No. 43. b) page her at the
don't cultivate the talent mendesk. Go to No. 42. c) sit down
tioned in the frame, you will need
and enjoy the TV. Go to No. 40.
the one you answered with for
40. Nope, although this .~ay
sure! ~eck No. 42 again.
prov~ t? be an entertammg
47. Sun?n.says, You Lose. Even
e':emng m f~ont. of the TV, you
though this tsa neat parlor game,
willbespendingttalone! Reread
~orethanlikely~ewpeopleinthe
No. 39 to see what you forgot.
p1t would be mterested, and
41. Gong! This is incorrect.
besides playing this will not get
You'vemanagedtogetadatebut
your date in by curfew. Reread
you ~on't know where to find ~r.
No. 51.
.
.
Go back to !"lo. 36 and try agam.
48; l':lo, this. mt~ht be tru~ for a
42. Yes, JOlly good ol~ !!port.
Ch~tian Seten~tst, but 1t !tas
Now that you have enJoyed a
nothmg to do wtth the quesbon.
goodTVshowandcountedallthe
Review No. 45.
tile.on the walls, through the door
49. How's life in the. clouds?
spnngs your date. you sho~d
G:reat, huh!! Your date lS alm~t
nse a~ gr~t her wtth a smil~,
htstory now. Do .you shU
complime~ting her on her outftt rememberwhereshebv~? Ev~n
o~ her hatr. The c~pabl~ .lover
though almost all .grrls ~ll
w~l dem?Dstrate his abthty to
?-'~ember. where their room ~·
thmkonhisfeet. For example: as
~tlSagoodtdeaforyou to commtt
you s~ow her to the door the
1t to memory also. Prepare
knocking o~ your kn~ may
yourself now .for the . adbecome painfully audible. For
venturesome JOUrney mto
the quick thinker however, this is
Passion Pit. This area is defined
s~ply ~sed as an . excu~e to
as that. region located within a 50
discuss hlS past expenence m the
ft. radius of the girl's dorm enhigh school band or other musical
trance, within which the two
talent. You get the idea . . . .
constituents of a date conclude
A good trait to cultivate is the
their evening. Sounds and ac·
ability to
. a) think on _ tivities similar to those observed
your head. Go to No. 30. b) think
on the island of Mo-mo are
on your feet. Go to No. 45. c)
rumored to emulate from this
laugh at yourseH. Go to No. 46.
area. Activities not unlike th?Se
43. Oops! You didn't read
observed. amo!lg the .s~ectes
carefully. Return to No. 39.
Rana .utnculana ~n this tsland
the third weekend m September
44 Sorry ast'de from th e fact
· 1u d e:
b obb"mg, coomg,
·
tha t' 1•t ma'kes no sense 1t
. -,s
me
k'
· 1 ha
Got0 N 45
'
pee mg,an occast?na c seand
wrong. .
o. ·
,
voluntary s~focat~on.
45 · All nght! ~ow that yo~ re
~ ~our lS getting ~te.
on your way, ~e unportant thing
It .s tune to com.plete yo_ur date.
Wtth nary a lynck of wtt,-to remember ~ to stay c.al~ and
~ve a good tur;ae. H thiS 1~ her
~) you stt down and learn to
frrst date, she will be three bmes
knit. Go to No. 38. b) you stel_) up
as hyper as you are, so the more
and learn to hit. Go to No. 52. c)
natural.you can be, the better the
you now enter passion pit. Go to
date will go for both of you.
No. 51.
Anything you can do to liven
50. Oops! You didn't read
things
up and put her at ease will '
.
tmprove the date. (It is not
~ecomm~nded to push your date
mto the hly pool on your way by.

Bob Hope
says:

"Red~

life~r:'

HARDING PRESS
on the Campus
HERMAN WEST, Mgr. - Ext. 341

:

can teach }UU
ftrstaid•
And first aid
can be a

. programs
. place cards
. invitations
. . . photographs

Across from Science Building

carefully. There is a show in
progress but you are not bringing
your date to see it you're trying
to get her back by curfew. ,
Watebing the sh.ow will only
make her late. Go to No. 51.
51. Good job and welcome from
the pit. Now that you've entered
this hallowed Harding tradition
you must decide what to do. The
important thing to remember is
that you need not play 'Monkey
See ... ' (unless you want to). On
the first date (almost without
exception), a good rule of thumb
~stokeep~ourthumbsoffl (This
ts taken to mclude fingers hands
arms and other assorted 'limbs.) •
Discretion is sometimes the
better part of yalor. A heart-felt
verbal expresston of appreciation
may get you more in the long run
than a hand-felt exhibition.
(You'll catch fewer germs too!
When returning your date the
best thing to do is
a)
bring a chair and en·o whe
show. Go to No. 50. b)J eipress
your appreciation for the evening
in a manner comfortable to both
of you. Go to No. 53 . c) organize a
quick game of Simon says Go to
No. 47.
·
.
52. Sorry, you may be a httle
~head of the game or you may be
m the . wrong game alto~et~er.
~ou mtght hav~ had a swtr;agmg
tune, but you missed the pomt of
the frame. Go back to No. 49.
53. Congratulations! You have
now completed the prerequisites
DeCe!'JS8l'Y to enter the Caaanova
look-alike contest held annoally
in Possum Grape. You should
now have the knowledge required
to enter into a. Harding
umv
· ersity dating
· extravaganza
·
Inordertobelpthewritersbetter
serve. you, sho~d you. find .a
certain lady wtth which this
procedure works especially well,
could you .drop us a note in Box
415, relating your experiences,
the girl's name, phone number,
and vital statistics? Your information will help keep our rues
up to date. Good luck and happy
hunting.

+
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You get a fu II 30 cents off
the regular menu price of an
Andy-Burger Platter - a
~-pound 100 per cent pure
beef Andy-Burger custom
made the way you like, an
order of crispy golden
brown french fries and a
country fresh salad from
our all-you-can-eat salad
bar.

ANDYS I
COUNTRY FRESH

HAMBURGERS

Highway 67 E.
Offer Good Only Sat. &
Sun., Feb. 16 & 17th.

268- 4932
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As stage manager, he's 'on top'

Student oversees 'Mount Benson'

•

by Chuck Bryant
One might say he's "on top of
the mountain."
As student stage manager,
Kevin Cave is in charge of much
of the production in Benson. He
oversees the chapel programs,
works at many of the Student
Association movies, controls
lighting when needed in concerts
and lyceums, and is in charge of
the local stage crew for such
events. You name it, and Cave
does it to some extent.
Cave has been working
somewhat behind the scenes
since he came to Harding three
years ago. His high school
background in stage work gained
him a place to work with Harding's lighting; since then, as he
says, he's "worked up the totem
pole," and as of this semester, he
is at "the top" - stage manager
of the Benson Auditorium. Chuck
Parker, assistant professor of
speech, assists when free, and
Dennis Swayne of the Media
Center frequently tends to the
sound booth, but Cave generally

oversees the whole show.
Having worked in the Main
Auditorium for three years, Cave
was used to its layout and
equipment. The new facilities in
Benson had to be learned, but he
says the better machinery is
worth it. The dimmer board is
two-and-one-half times larger;
the stage is loaded with about 20
mic jacks around; there are 19
headset stations in
the~
auditorium (there are three in
the old auditorium).
Backstage, there hang 2.2
batons, yielding a much greater
capacity for backdrops (compared to the Main Auditorium's
12) and three separate sets of
house lights. Eight P. A. amps
drive the quad sound system,
which is supplemented by topquality tape decks.
One of Cave's favorite pieces of
equipment is the computerized
control for Benson's lighting. The
system is over twice as big as the
Main
Auditorium's,
-but
programming a show is
easier with a practically infinite

number of sequences.
During a show, Cave may be
seen in the light booth up in the
west corner of the balcony,
triggering complicated lighting
sequences with only a few punches of buttons, all of which may
be pre-set. When Spring Sing
arrives in April, the outfit will
face its most challenging task of
the year. The lighting for the
entire production will be pre-set,
using up less than one full
computer disc.
Cave surely has a great deal of
responsibility in preparing our
chapel shows and many other
programs. Fortunately for us he
enjoys his work - he has enough
of it.

See next week's
Bison for results
of opinion survey
on proposed
draft registration.

Take two
Senior Bob Perkins and junior Julie Swan polish a scene in "Arms and
the Man," scheduled to begin next Friday in the Little Theatre.

New IHerature
course scheduled

~~~

Q. What is IRA?
A. An Individual Retirement Account is a tax-sheltered
plan established by Congress wherein wage-earners
can set aside a certain amount of \heir salaries for
retirenn:nt purposes.
Q. Who is eligible to participate?
A. The IRA is open to both full-time and part·time em·
ployees, including a spouse working full or part time,
students with part·time jobs and self-employed individuals.
Q. Are there any restrictions on who can participate?
A. The only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant in any other retirement plan, except for
Social Security.
Q. How much money can be set aside?
A. Federal law allows a maximum annual contribution of
$1,500 or 15% of wages, whichever is less. Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each year.
o~ Does this have to be done monthly?
A. You can deposit a lump sum once a year or deposit
1maller amounts periodically, if you prefer.
Q. Is the income eamedpy an IRA taxable?
A. The income by an IRA plan is exempt from federal
income taxes until you actually begin to make with·
drawals from the account.

Q. When can I start drawing from an IRA?
A. Under federal law, no payments c'a n be made to you
before you reach age 59'11, unless you become per·
manendy disabled. Should your death occur sooner, funds
in your account will be paid to your named beneficiary.
You must begin to receive payments from your account by
the time you reach age 70 1/z. When you begirt to receive
payments, you can elect to receive either a lump sum or
periodic annuity payments.
Less than half of America's working force is covered by a
qualified retirement plan. The sooner you establish your re·
tirement account, the more money you'll have at retirement.
For more details, stop by First National.

The writings of C. S. Lewis, the
famous writer-philosopher, will
be taught for the first time at
Harding next fall by Dr. Duane
McCampbell, associate professor
of English.
McCampbell explained that
although the class will emphasize
a core of books, it will attempt to
touch every aspect of Lewis'
writings. "The class is open to
those in all majors and each
student can concentrate on the
writings that are in his field.
Bible majors can concentrate on
religious writings, English
majors can take a literary point
of view, elementary education
majors can emphasize Lewis'
children's literature and so on,"
he said.
The course will be listed as
English 418-518, under the title of
"The British Novel," and is open
to anyone with 29 or more hours.

Engagements
Bridals
Weddings
Families

By Appointment

Only

268-9304
P.O. BOX608 • SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143
PHONE:(SOl) 268-4211

MemberFDIC

Oil/in-West
Photography
1202 E. Market
(Across from Echo Haven)
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Reserves responding well
to late-season challenge
When a team is as deep and as balanced as the
Harding Bisons, it is bard to determine who to call

starters and who to refer to as reserves, but the fact
remains that Coach Jess Bucy's "reserves" have
been playing remarkably well over the past few
weeks.
For the purpose of this article, seven Bisons Y(ill
be referred to as the usual starters- Tim Flatt,
Hubie Smith, Kenny Moorer, Ricky Treadway,
Charles Gardner, Keith Terrell and Alan Pearson.
Each bas been pulling his share of the load at his
starting position. but the need often arises (perhaps
due to foul trouble or match-up purposes) to call on
what has often been termed the "benchwarmer."
Lately, however, the Bison bencbers have been
doing quite a bit more than sitting - they've been
contributing. And while the Harding record is
nothing one would want to look at twice, recent
effort$ have shown promise for next year.
In a recent contest at Monticello, sophomore
center Jim Salings responded to his insertion into
the lineup by pouring in 10 poin.ts and consistently
beating his oppOnent to t,be inside j)()Sition.
In the same game, freshman forward Eric
Winston showed good form in grabbing a significant
rebQund and going one for one from the field in his
brief appearance.
These two have been somewhat unexpected

TIMEOUT.
He's the dean of the AIC
basketball coaches. He's often
referred to as "the southern
Baptist gentleman." He's Coach
Bill Vining of ouachita Baptist
University. And HE is someone
to contend with when a team
travels to the OBU campus.
He's feared and revered, bated
and loved. At times, be is a
gentleman, but at times, he's also
a giant of an intimidator. And he
was just that last Thursday night.
The Bisons traveled to OBU to
meet Vining's Tigers, but it
always seemed as if it was six on
five instead of the usual even
match. The power he executed
over the game's officials was
evident and became even more
so as the contest became close in
the closing minutes. At one point,
Vining called one of the officials
over to his bench and was
overheard to say, "You don't caD
that again, do you understand
me?" Andguesswhat-veryfew
calls went against OBU in the
second half. Yet Harding coach
Jess Bucy jumped on his feet one

surprises for the Bisons, who will be lookirtg to them ''
considerably more next season.
.
.
Then, there are the mainstays of the Harding
reserve team - senior forward Bruce Binkley,
senior center Phil Carter, senior guard Bruce Lowe,
and junior guard Bruce Baldwin.
Frequent substitutes, Binkley and Carter are both
three-year lettermen who have seen considerable
floor action for the Bisons. Both give the team
added height and rebounding power.
Lowe, whose ball-handling ability is most
significant to the team, is a two-year let.terman who
bas seen only limited backcourt play after
recovering from knee surgeey.
Baldwiri, an occasional starter, bad a .high game
this season of 21 points, and bas had one 20-point
productjon and another of 18. A good otf-the-bench.
player, the 6-0 guard is hitting 87.5 per cent of his
free throws and is a key performer to the Bisons
,down ~· stretch.
All in all, the reserve team is more than a bunch
of benchwarmers. They're a significant part of the
.Bison roster. And when they play, they give it
everything they've got. Of course. For they've got
nothing to lose. Not a starting berth. Not a season's
average. And usually, not a game. They're the
heart of the team whether they're warming the
bench or filling the net. They're . . . the reserves.

• •

time to protest the lack of a
charging call and was whi$tled
for a technical. Hardly consistent.
The game itself was unbelievable. Going right down to
the wire, it was sure to be a
heartbreaker for somebody. And
it was - for Harding.
As if losing the game wasn't
enough, Vining approached the
Bison supporter'S afterwards and
began to harp once again on the
"mysterious scorebook" affair at
Harding. As if to imply that he
was deliberately cheated out of
two points, Vining droned on
about how OBU had a technical
called on them because one of
their player's names was not
listed in the scorebook. It was
pointed out to the "dean" that it
was his ·responsibility to check
the book before game time, but
the point was useless. It fell on
deaf ears. <By the way, OBU won
the game regardless.)
He continued his speech, telling
Bucy that his players fall on the
floor too much and therefore,

Houn: 8:30-6:30

268-5338

by Linda lillbun
Sports Editor

should get more technicals
called. "Who's gonna push -that
big guy down?" Vining quipped,
referring to a time late in the
game when Harding center Jim
SaUn~ went crashing to the
floor. "Your boys fall on the floor
too much," he stated as.most of
the small Harding crowd ~
away, shaking their heMJ;, . not
his remarks but at his a~city.:
Who's afraid of Bill ·.:VWi.ng?·:

Coach Jess Bucy instructs his team during a timeout.

Who's afraid of Bill Vining?
Apparently, some of the officials
in the conference. And that's all
he needs. Using his usually silent
influence, he intimidates those on
whom tbe game's outcome rests.

Perhaps not deliberately so, but
at least definitely. And the
situation needs to be recognized
and dealt with . . . till no one's
afraid o( Bill Vining anymore.

Open a uvlnga account for your 10n or daughtar. Or,
would It be fof a grandchild? It's a \lalentlne gift of
thoughtful..- they'll learn to cherleh. And one that
gtowll with the lnt-t - lldd to lt.
S.. us about opening a IIIIVInga account for the
epeclal pen10n In your life.

.
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Thanks to your help,
the tide is beginning to
turn.
The past few years have
brought new discoveries in
chemotherapy.
,
And new diagnostic
techniques that combine

the "eyes" of X-ray
macbines with tbe
"brains" of compureni.
And successful new
programs of combination
therapies.
And there are
promising reports coming
in from research·
laboratories all over the
world.
We now have
everything we need to save
about half the people who
get cancer.
no!.lease don't quit on.us

American
Cancer Society

James Bolle R. Ph.

SEARCY

We want to cure cancer in your lifetime.
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Gardner connects for 25-

Cagers overcome late rally to win
by Linda Hilbun
Harding University claimed its
third conference victory of the
season Monday night as they
upset College of the Ozarks 79-74
in a fast-paced frenzy.
After Ozarks tied the game at
2-2 with 17:49left in the first half,
the game belonged to lbe Bisons
as they jumped out to leads of 10~4 and 23-12 on the shooting of
forward Charles Gardner and
guard Tim Flatt.
- With 7: 39 remaining in the first
period, forward Ricky Treadway
hit seven consecutive points to
keep Harding on top, 32-16. The
junior from North Little Rock
found the net for six more points
while Gardnger got a tip.in to
close out the first half tall, 40-25.
The Mountaineers began to
rally quickly in the second period
behind the expert shooting of
guard Ernest Frazier as they
pulled within five, 44-39, with
13:33 left.
After a llarding timeout,
Frazier again found the bucket
on a turnaround jumper with
13: 04 remaining to close it to
three. Bison guard Hubie Smith
then countered by hitting a
driving jumper and Coach Jack
Holley signaled for time to plan
his team's strategy.
Forward Elton White, who has
been known to kick the backboards during warm-ups, con~ nected for a basket and two free
throws to pull Ozarks to within
two with 10:35 left on the clock.
,. Bison Tim Flatt hit a jumper
from the left corner 17 seconds
later as the MountaineerS entered the one-and-one and
Harding began to utilize its fourcorner offense.
White made four more free
throws after buckets by forwards

Alan Pearson and Kenny Moorer
as Ozarks could get no closer
than four in the closing minutes
of play.
Pearson then made five consecutive points to stretch the
Harding lead. Two turnovers
were capitalized on by Gardner
as he struck twice from the right
corner. David Goins of Ozarks
answered with a jumper at 5:24
making it 61-52 before Gardner
hit again with a follow shot.
Frazier, who finished the game
with 20 points, got a tip-in and a
short jumper before the Bisons
entered the one-and-one and

Herd ranked
nationally
According to the most recent
statistics,
Harding
NAIA
University is ranked eleventh in
the nation in free throw shooting.
Through 22 games, the Bisons
have connected on 285 of 375
attempts for 76.0 per cerit to give
them their national ranking.
McKendree (Dl.) College leads
the NAIA in that category hitting
79.3 per cent. Christian Brothers
College of Memphis, an earlyseason opponent for Harding, is
listed seventh having successfully hit 76.9 per cent of their
free shots.
other teams ranked by the
NAIA include the AIC's Hendrix
College which is rated tenth
overall. Herman Hammons of
Hendrix is third in individual
field . goal percentage having
made 116 of 176 shots for 65.9 per
cent.
Southern Arkansas University
is ranked fourteenth in team
defense allowing their opponents
only 60 points per game.

Smith went to the line with 3 :.43
left on a foul by Myron Butler.
Garnder then made six consecutive points, as did Moorer, to
round out the Harding scoring.
Gardner, a 6-7 sophomore from
Searcy, was high point man for
the Bisons finishing with 25 points
and nine rebounds. He was
followed by Treadway with 17,
Flatt with 10, Smith and Pearson
with nine each, Moorer with
seven, and center Keith Terrell
with two.
The game's fast pace left both
teams with poor markS from the
field as Har~ shot only 43.5 per
cent, compared to Ozarks' 42 per
cent. Rebounds were even at 41 a
piece.
Elsewhere in the AIC Monday
night, Hendrix College took sole
control over the league with an
81-76 triumph over Henderson
State at Arkadelphia. Both teams
had been tied for first place going
into the game, which was billed
as the conference-champion
decider.
The Warriors were led by
Lawson Pilgram who scored an
amazing 41 points as Hendrix had
to come-from-behind late in the
game to come away with the win.
The game was tied at 6313 with
six minutes remaining when
Pilgram hit both ends of a one-onone and then made a free shot on
a technical.
All-American Anthony Avery
paced Henderson with 31 points.
Arkansas College moved into
third place in the AIC with a 68-61
victory over Ouachita Baptist as
guard Charlie Howard scored 24
points for the· Scots.
/
Central Arkansas clinched a 4845 win <tter Arkansas Tech as
Wally~e sank two free throws
with one second left.

Charles Gardner goes in close to score two of his 25 points against
College of the Ozarks Monday nlglllt.

Harding continues to pace
league's offensive leaders
Harding University continues

to rank among the offensive
leaders in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference despite
being in the cellar record-wise.
The Bisons remain the league
leader in team free throw percentages hitting 285 of their 375
shots for a 76.0 clip. 1bey are
followed closely by Henderson
(73.5), UA-Monticello (71.7) and
Hendrix (71.0).
Individual free throw leaders
include Harding Tim Flatt, in
third place with an 88.0 clip, and
Bruce Baldwin, ranked fourth
and hitting 87.5 per cent.
1be Bisons are currently fourth
in team offense averaging 75.3
points per game.
Ranked third in team field goal

percentage, Harding is hitting
52.1 per cent and· following
Hendrix (53.5) and Henderson
(52.2).
Sophomore forward Charles
Gardner places sixth in individualscoringwitha 17.7 points
per game average.
Guard Hubie Smith and forward Kenny Moorer rank sixth
and seventh respectively, in the
assist category. Moorer also
ranks fourth in field goal percentage making 61.8 per cent of
his shots.
The Bisons travel to Conway to
play the University of Central
Arkansas Bears at 7:30 Monday
night and will play their last
home game Th.urs$y against
Southern Arkansas University.

The Racquet Center
119 E. Center
Buy a Pizzo Hut mug and 1Oc

Downtown Searcy

WARMUPS 40% OFF
while they last

of it goes to Harding

Pizza Lover Night
Pizza, Pasta, Salad, and Drinks for $2.91
Mon. & Tues. - 5 to 9

2841 E. RACE or
1513 W. PLEASURE
268-5868

or 268-4276

STEEL BADMINTON RACKETS . .. . ..... . .. $5.95
Lllrge Hlectioll of racqyefWI and fenlli1 et~Ui,..lll.
RESTRINGING

r----·- -. --------------------

II
L--------------------------J
268-4830
Owners: Coach and Mrs. David Elliott
' $2.00 Off Running Shoes by Ambi, New Balance
I · and Nike with this coupon until 2-16-80.
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Runners at Kansas City
Five members of the Bison
track team are currently in
Kansas City participating in the
NAIA indoor championship
which will conclude tomorrow.
According to head coach Ted
Uoyd, those participating are
Mike Lynch and Perry Fraley in
the pole vault, Joe O'Conor in the
two mile run, Kevin Granberg in
the triple jump, and David Edwards in the 880 yard run.
Uoyd stated he believes all
Harding competitors have "a

chance to place," but that Lynch
may be the one who is the most
capable of winning his event.
Lynch's prime competition,
Billy Olsen of Abilene Christian
University who is considered one
of the best pole vaulters in the
nation, may be absent from the
meet due to a leg injury. Lynch's
highest indoor vault thsi season
has been 16.0.
About 50 teams are scheduled
to-compete in the championships.

Club Basketball
Men's Club basketball scores
Large Club
"A" Team
Titans 55 Alpha Tau 39
Mohicans 43 Alpha· Tau 41
"B" Team
TNT 33 Alpha Tau 23
Titans 42 Sub-T 39
TNT 35 Titans 32

\

Sophomore Eric Frederickson, ~ho has broken three school swimming records this season, hits the water as
he prepares for the AIC championships. (Photo by·Jim Bradley)

"C" Team
Titans 52 Chi Sigs 22
Sub-T 44 Titans 36
Kappa Sigs 37 Sub-T 33

Favored keglers establish records
I!
II

Freshman Jonathan Bedwell
set a new school record last week
as he bowled a 757 series in the
first round of AIC competition.
Harding also set a new AIC
record of 2343 pins in the same
round.
The keglers took a second place
finish in the final Southeastern
Intercollegiate Bowling Conference
finishing
behind
Arkansas State University.
During that competition, Mike

BedweU set a new school and a
new SIBC record, averaging 194
pins through 45 games. Danny
Campbell also tied the old record
of 188 which was formally held by
Ron Wheeler and Gary Parsons.
In the second round of AIC
action Wednesday, Mike Bedwell
bowled a 618 series as he
averaged 206 pins. He was
followed by his brother,
Jonathan, at 582.
The Bisons, heavily favored to

19

CCP 54 Theta Tau 46
CCP 46 Theta Tau 44
Theta Tau 40 Knights 32
King's Men 37 Lambdas 29
Knights 37 Theta Tau 34
Knights 31
Theta Tau
Theta Tau
Knights 26

Harding will compete in the
regionals this weekend at Baton
Rouge, La.

SHOES
ITEM

YOU MUST SHOW ID

REG. PRICE

Brooks Rt-1 Racing Flat (lrr.)

24.99

19.99

Brooks Vantage (lrr.)

24.99

19.99

Brooks Coaching Shoes (Black)

29.99

19.99

Brooks Cleats (770W)

26.99

19.99

Brooks Cleats (747W)

22.99

14.99

Converse World Class II (Trainer)

33.99

24.99

REG. PRICE

Converse Tennis (Cris Evert)

19.99

14.99

Converse Hi-Top (leather)

39.99

29.99

Diadora ladies Trainer

33.99

19.99

Pony leather Softball

29.99

19.99

Nike Hi-Top Convos

21.99

14.99

Nike Hi-Top leather

39.99

29.99

HARDING SPECIAL

HARDING
ID
STUDENT
FACULTY
STAFF

33.99
23.99
2.99
7.99
6.99
2.99
2.99

24.99
15.99
1.99
4.99
4.99
. 1.99
1.99

IPIITI
WIIEIIUIE
809 E. RACE

AS ALWAYS
STUDENT
CHECKS
WELCOME

HARDING SPECIAL

ATHLETIC GOODS
leather Soccer Bolls
Syn-leather Soccer Bolls
Seamco 444 Racquetballs
Racquetball Eye Guard
Golf Gloves
Table Tennis Paddles (l Group)
Table Tennis Balls (Pack 6)

King's Men 29
38 AGO 33
19 King's Men 12
Theta Tau 23

·'B" Team
OEGE 19 Cbi Lambda 6
Kappa Phi 24 Chi Lambda 3
Zeta Rho 16 Kappa Delta 1
-Phi Delta 10 Ka Re Ta 9
Kappa Phi 16 Tri Sigs 7
Zeta Rho 12 Chi Alpha Rho 11
GATA 6 Shantih 5
Tri Sigs 24 OEGE 13

HARDING
80
APPRECIATION SALE

SALE NOT OPEN TO
GENERAL PUBLIC
THEREFORE
THESE PRICES WILL
NOT BE MARKED

ITEM

Small Club

repeat as the conference
champions, have five returnirig
lettermen - M. Bedwell (a twotime All-AIC selection), ~~y
Dorsey (All-AIC las t year),
Danny Campbell, Rich Hiley, and
Jason Davis. Newcomers include
J. Bedwell, Taro Fujisawa, Bob
Lee, and Dale McCarthey.

Girls' Club basketball scores
"A" Team
Ko Jo Kai 23 Ju Go Ju 15
Kappa Delta 11 Tofebt 7
OEGE 32 Zeta Rho 21
GATA 21 Chi Lambda 19
Tofebt 15 Ka Re Ta 14
KKK 17 Ko Jo Kai 16
GATA 18 OEGE 16
Kappa Delta 18 Phi Delta 13
Kappa Phi 25 Tri Sigs 24
KKK 20 Beta Tau 15
Tri Sigs 48 GATA 10
Ju Go Ju 12 Omega Phi 6
Ko Jo Kai 18 Regina 12
Ka Re Ta 19 Theta Psi 14
KKK 16 Zeta Phi 15
Ka Re Ta 25 Chi Alpha 16

268-9895

CLOTHING
ITEM

REG. PRICE

HA~DING

Warm Up Suits
Coaching Shirts
Coaching Shorts
Gator :Y. Sleeve Jerseys
:Y. Sleeve Baseball Shirts
Basketball Jerseys
Nylon Windbreakers

SPECIAL

29.99
12.99
14.99
8.99
5.99
5.99
17.99

EIGHT

DAYS
ONLY
Feb. 16-Feb. 23

19.99
9.99
9.99
4.99
3.99
3.99
9.99

